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By Flora J. Solomon : A Pledge of Silence  she refused to take a pledge of silence =she said she wouldnt promise to 
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147 of 151 review helpful A Pledge Of Silence By Jerry Dycus Flora Solomon s A Pledge of Silence is a very 
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captivating book It is obvious that the author spent an incredible amount of time and research to make the book not 
only pleasurable to read but true to history The characters are engaging and you are drawn into their lives and plight 
For those of us that never realized the role nurses played in World War II not 2014 Winner mdash Amazon 
Breakthrough Novel Award mdash General Fiction When Margie Bauer joins the Army Nurse Corps in 1941 she is 
delighted to be sent to Manila the Pearl of the Orient Though rumors of war circulate she feels safe trusting the island 
is fortified and the Filipino troops are well trained On December 8 1941 her dreamworld shatters when the Japanese 
invade the Philippines The US Army evacuates to the Bataan Penin From Publishers Weekly This intricately woven 
novel asks the question ldquo how much can one woman take before she breaks rdquo Margie is a young farm girl 
who goes to nursing school and becomes an active nurse during World War II The author does a dazzling 
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contemplation prayer reflection or meditation similar to flying a flag at half mast a moment of silence is often a she 
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peace conflict and nonviolence  review in the winter of 2006 a strange phenomenon fell upon honeybee hives across 
the country without a trace millions of bees vanished from their hives a precious female students are 4x more likely to 
be a victim of rape or sexual assault than males 
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